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Abstract 

 
Online shopping has thus far tended to be a niche business – highly successful in selling digital products such as 

shares, software and, increasingly, music and films, it has been less successful in persuading the purchasers of 

‘traditional’ goods such as cars, clothes, toiletries, or household appliances to forsake their physical retailers and 

move into cyberspace. 

In this wide-ranging review paper we investigate the issue of the virtual experience –endeavouring to understand 

what is needed for a successful ‘shopping experience’ online and what the possible obstacles or pitfalls along the 

way might be. We initially introduce the concept of virtual presence (the sense of ‘being there’) and then consider 

the concept of the Experience Economy, which encapsulates many of the issues related to the problem of effective 

online shopping. To make virtual shopping possible, we need a virtual shopping environment – and we next 

introduce Virtual Reality and discuss its possible role in providing a solution to this problem, extending our 

discussion by considering the ways in which virtual presence affects and is affected by the online shopping 

experience. 

Having, as it were, set the scene for online shopping, we discuss online retailing today in terms of direct product 

experience and the opportunities which cyber-shopping offers to replicate this process. We identify some of the 

possibilities and problems of online shopping today, illustrating the current status of virtual presence in retailing 

with two micro-cases of success and failure. Finally, we introduce Biocca’s (1997) “Cyborg’s Dilemma” and discuss 

the possible limits to immersion in a virtual environment. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
Although the Internet has provided consumers with global access to an unlimited array of goods available for 

purchase, overall purchasing levels and, in particular, the online purchase of  goods which normally require physical 

presence, such as clothing, foot ware, cars, etc., is a hurdle which must be passed before the complete uptake of 

online shopping can become reality. Hou and Rego (2002) note that the decision to shop online depends to a large 

extent on the shopping experience the consumer is willing to accept and point out that online shopping still lacks 

social interactivity. As far back as 1972, Tauber extended McClelland’s Primary Social Motives (1961) into a more 

specialised set of social motives driving consumer purchasing behaviour: 

 

• social experience 

• communication with others 

• peer group attraction 

• status and authority; and 

• the pleasure of bargaining. 

 

Indeed, the social aspects of shopping are a major attraction for many people. A qualitative study of shopper 

motivation in the UK (Dennis et al., 2002) found that the social dimension was a very important factor for many of 

the study’s participants. The authors quote, as a typical response: “Shopping has become going out, meeting friends, 

Starbucks, Pret à Manger [an up-market coffee shop chain]”. 

 

Westbrook and Black (1985) identified three further concepts which play a significant role in shopping motivation: 
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• diversion from routine activities 

• sensory stimulation; and 

• learning about new trends 

 

While these three incentives could be provided to at least some extent in the online world, Tauber’s five motives are 

fundamentally linked to human social contact. Clearly, online shopping must find ways of matching Westbrook and 

Black’s motivators – and providing would-be online consumers with motivational factors at least equivalent to 

Tauber’s social motives if it is to be truly successful and fulfil its promise. 

This paper discusses the ways in which “virtual presence” might offer a partial solution to this problem, by enabling 

online shoppers to interact with and modify (or enhance) their shopping experience. We begin by introducing the 

literature relating to virtual presence, and then focus on the concept of the Experience Economy which encapsulates 

many of the issues related to the problem of effective online shopping. We then introduce Virtual Reality and 

discuss its possible role in providing a solution to this problem, extending our discussion by considering the ways in 

which virtual presence affects and is affected by the online shopping experience. We next consider online retailing 

today, discussing motivations for buying online. We revisit the issue of the online experience, using two micro-cases 

of a highprofile failure and a less high-profile success to show what is possible in etailing today. Finally, we 

introduce Biocca’s (1997) “Cyborg’s Dilemma” and discuss just how far immersion in a virtual environment might 

(and should) go. 

 

 

2. Virtual Presence 
 
Unlike traditional in-store retailing, where shopping information is conveyed to consumers through several channels 

including: the store environment itself, product trial, product offering or service (Schiffman et al., 1977), B2C 

eCommerce relies solely on the web interface for communication and for managing customer relationships (Jiang & 

Benbasat, 2002; Benbasat & DeSanctis, 2000). Two issues are particularly relevant to relationship management in 

an online shopping environment: para-social presence (Jiang & Benbasat, 2002; Kumar & Benbasat, 2002) and 

product perception (Jiang & Benbasat, 2002; Jarvenpaa & Todd, 1997). Para-social presence relates to the distance 

between the customer and the company, while product perception refers to the distance between the customer and 

the product (Jiang & Benbasat, 2002). While both these issues are clearly important in any overall discussion of 

relationship management, this paper focuses primarily on the second of the two. 

Although there has been much excitement over the potential of “interactivity” on the Internet, very little is 

understood about exactly what creates a sense of presence or interactivity, and what impact this has on user 

behaviour. Businesses are spending millions of dollars to add games, animation and personalisation tools to their 

web sites without really knowing what effect this has on their customers (Klein, 2001). Essentially, the question to 

be resolved is what is meant by “presence” in a web environment. Despite the popularity and academic interest in 

this topic, the centrality and importance of presence has not yet been studied in much depth. Lombard and Ditton 

(1997) noted that the work which had thus far been done was fragmentary and unsystematic, partly because the 

people interested in presence came from many different academic backgrounds (including engineering, philosophy, 

the arts, computer science, cognitive science, communication and psychology). Moreover, they added, the more 

specific and focused research which had been conducted by private industry and government had mostly remained 

proprietary. 

Media alternatives can vary widely in terms of the quality and quantity of the product information they can transmit 

to consumers, compared with what is generally considered the consumer’s best source of product information – 

direct product experience (Klein 2001). Given that many consumers distrust marketing information on principle, and 

since direct product experience is often the best way for consumers to learn about new products, a major marketing 

goal should be to strive for verisimilitude in indirect communications with consumers (Klein, 2002; Wright & Lynch 

1995; Hoch and Deighton, 1989). The traditional electronic media, such as radio and television, are unable to deliver 

customised product information, but the Internet has the potential to deliver product information in both personally-

customised and realistic ways, so that the receiver may interpret the information much more as though it came from 

their own direct experience than they can with advertising from traditional media sources (Klein, 2001; Hou and 

Rego, 2002). 
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There are various tools existing in the Internet technology today which enables effective development of web 

applications.For the above mentioned project , we have identified the following web tools which would enhance the 

development for a virtual shopping website.  

• HTML 

• JavaScripts 

• Web Servers 

• Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 

• Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC) 

• The Structured Query Language (SQl) 

 

3. Advantages of online shopping 

1. Easy to Find: Finding a product online is much more easier than looking for it in the local store. You can search 

any product easily by using the search engine feature of an online shopping website. But in store you have to look 

for it until you find it. Sometime it becomes very annoying when you can't find the product even after looking in the 

couple of shops. But in online usually we don't have to face this problem. If you don't find a product than you can 

switch to a new shopping website without wasting your time. For example if you don't find the suitable product in 

E-bay, you can look for it in the amazon without wasting your time. On the other hand if you do not find any 

product in the store you have to go to other store which is more laborious and time consuming. 

2. Products can be cheaper: Sometime a product can be much cheaper in another country than your country. In this 

case it would be wise to shop online to save some money. 

3. Save time and energy: You don't have to waste your time in going to store and standing in front of the crowd. 

Many people hate to search a product in the corners of a shop and stand in the line for paying the price. Shopping 

from the local store become more time consuming and expensive if you do not have your own car. You can solve all 

the above problems just by shopping online. 

4. Freedom of choice: Freedom of choice is very high in online than shopping from a nearby store. In online you 

can choose the product you are looking, from a vast range of products. 

5) Freedom of price flexibility: You will enjoy the freedom of price flexibility. If you don't like the price of a 

product from an online shop, you can switch to other online to store to look for cheaper price. You can also follow 

this procedure in normal shop, but it would take more time and energy to do so. 

6. High satisfaction percentage: Now a days shopping online is very reliable. The percentage of satisfaction is very 

high. This is why you would see most of the seller has 99%+ positive feedback. 

7. Buyer protection: Dependable websites like Ebay provides buyer protection to motivate people to buy from their 

site. This highly trusted websites will give your money back if any seller do not deliver the item or deliver an item 

which does not match with the description. 

8. Rare product: Shopping online is very useful in buying rare products. For example, Few days ago I have bought 

a rare car part through through Ebay. The price of the part was very affordable too. 

9. Privacy: There are some products which you don't want to buy publicly. You can buy any kind of product from 

online web store anonymously to maintain your desired privacy. 

10. E-business : The progress of online business is actually helping million of people. Now people can buy and sell 

from their home. People who can not afford to buy or rent a shop, can easily open an online store and sell items from 

their home. This is playing a very important role in reducing the unemployment rate. 
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4. Disadvantages of online shopping 

1. Delay: The main disadvantage of online shopping is, you can not receive the product immediately. you have to 

wait until the the product arrives. Sometime it is better to have an item instantly than keep waiting for it for many 

days. I would prefer to buy an item instantly if the delivery time is too long. 

2. Inferior product: You don't know about the actual quality of the product. Sometimes the description of the 

product might be different than the actual product. As a result you might end up with inferior quality product. 

3. Shipping Charge: Shipping charge and shipping delays are one of the main disadvantage of shopping online. 

Items are generally cheaper in online web store. But sometime the addition of shipping charge makes the price 

similar or more expensive than your nearby local store. 

4. Delivery Problem: Sometime you may face Delivery risk. Delivery risk occurs when the seller fails to deliver the 

original product or delivers a damaged (inferior/duplicate) product due to shipping problems. 

5.Scam: As online shopping is becoming very common the number of online scam and fraud is also increasing. This 

is why a buyer should always buy from trusted websites only because trusted websites would take care of any fraud 

to maintain their reputation. 

6. Some items are better to buy from the real Store: You wouldn't like to buy any clothing products because you 

won't be able to know whether they are going to look good on you or not. 

7. Return problem: Returning an item is difficult in case of online shopping. Although seller accepts sells return, 

they usually wants the item within a short period of time and you also have to pay for the shipping charges. 

8. Warranty issues: Many electronic items are sold without international warranty. So make sure you contact with 

the seller to verify whether the item has international warranty or not. 

9. Miscellaneous trouble: There are some other rare disadvantages such as credit card fraud , spyware etc 
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